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measurement systems
for position determination (positioning)
‘waarnemingsrekening’
(calculus of observations)
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introduction of speaker
touched a GPS receiver for first time
in 1989

stayed with TU Delft
today: GPS chips
packed into reels

dual frequency GPS receiver
Trimble 4000 SX – 1989
± 80.000 Euro

www.u-blox.com
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introduction of speaker
working on satellite navigation applications
in particular moving vehicles (e.g. car, aircraft …)
demanding: high-accuracy and/or high integrity
thanks to colleagues
in particular to Dr. Hans van der Marel
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application in Zeeland
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application in Zeeland
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buoy 18 near Terneuzen
position of the buoy as measured with GPS
during one full tidal cycle, July 2nd, 2011
plotted at a 60 second interval
title of MSc-thesis:
Estimation of slack tide using GPS measurements on a buoy - a casestudy on buoy 18 in the Westerschelde
student Martin Valk graduated on March 14, 2012
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satellite navigation
contents of presentation:
 historical perspective: brief account on key-technologies enabling
the art of satellite navigation (in general sense)
 next, Galileo – the European satellite navigation system
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orbital mechanics
empirical laws of motion by Kepler, later formalized by Newton
GPS satellites in orbit around the Earth

F = mxɺɺ

Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630)

Isaac Newton
(1642-1727)
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orbital mechanics
Kepler’s laws:
1) orbit of planet is ellipse with Sun at one of the two foci
2) planet sweeps equal areas in equal time durations
3) a3 ~ T2

n=

2π
=
T

GM
a3

satellite

Earth

a
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orbital mechanics
for GPS: T = 11h58m, or 2 revolutions in 23h56m
which equals a sidereal day
(one revolution of the Earth about its rotation axis,
in inertial space)
satellite constellation repeats for an observer
on Earth, every day, but just 4 minutes early

24 hours is a full rotation with respect to the Sun = solar day
drives our (daily) time-keeping on Earth
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orbital mechanics

Earth’s surface track of a GPS satellite
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orbital mechanics
North

full day of GPS satellites
passing over Delft
in the Netherlands
24 hour period

zenith
East

West

skyplot: elevation versus azimuth

South
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orbital mechanics
GPS satellites broadcast their orbits (almanac, navigation message):
observed tracking data + differential equations (numerical integration)
→ predicted orbits
GPS satellite orbits nearly circular
Keplerian representation in navigation message (perturbed Kepler orbit)
• Earth’s gravitational effects (non-sphere, non homogeneous, tides etc)
• other bodies gravitational effects (e.g. Sun, moon)
• atmospheric drag
• solar radiation pressure (big solar panels)

GPS block IIF satellite
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relativity
relativity plays a role in GPS as satellites have high velocity, and are in high orbits

Z
E = mc2
Y
X

t

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)
Nobel prize for Physics 1921
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relativity

1) special relativity
speed of light invariant: every observer measures the same value for the speed of light,
independent of the relative motion of the source and the observer
■ moving clock appears to run slow with respect to a similar clock at rest (time dilation)

2) general relativity
gravitation → Riemannian space-time curved by the presence of mass and energy
■ clock in weaker gravitational potential appear to run fast
(with respect to one in stronger gravitational potential)
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relativity
special relativity: GPS satellite velocity ~ 3.9 km/s
→ satellite clock appears to run slow by 7.2 µs per day
(w.r.t. to clock on Earth’s surface)

∆t '
2
= 1 − ( vc )
∆t

general relativity: GPS satellite at 20.200 km above Earth’s surface ∆t ' ≈ 1 − ∆U
∆t
c2
→ satellite clock appears to run fast by 45.6 µs per day
net-effect: satellite clock appears to run fast by 38.4 µs per day ( = 4.4·10-10)
would be a 12 km effect in terms of range …
measures taken with GPS
1) frequency offset to satellite oscillator: 10.23 MHz – 0.00455 Hz (= 4.4·10-10)
→ nominal frequency appears to be 10.23 MHz once received on Earth
2) orbit is not exactly circular, but small eccentricity ∆t = − 2 GM
r
→ relativistic correction
c2
(max effect is ~ 45 ns, hence ~ 15 m in range – periodic effect)

ae sin E
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clocks: core of the system

signal

satellite

range =

receiver

(time of reception – time of transmission)
times
speed of light
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atomic clock

Isidor Isaac Rabi
(1898-1988)
Nobelprize for Physics 1944

heart of a GNSS satellite

Louis Essen
(1908-1997)

The first accurate/reliable atomic clock, a Caesium standard based on a certain
transition of the Cs-133 atom, was built by Louis Essen in 1955 at the National
Physical Laboratory in the UK
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atomic clock

basic principle:
atomic transition ↔ specific frequency

signal

clock based on periodic signal
• oscillator (e.g. pendulum, or vibrating quartz crystal)
• counter

time
quality of a clock: stability and accuracy
frequency offset, and further variations → no clock is perfect
Caesium clock provides fundamental physical standard: since 1967, the International System of Units
(SI) has defined the second as the duration of 9192631770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the
transition between the two hyperfine energy levels of the ground state of the Caesium-133 atom.
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these three slides are based on material provided by Jeroen Koelemeij – VU – Amsterdam / December 2012

atomic clock

energy levels of Caesium-atom
in ground-state
µN
µS

Caesium atomic clock principle:
magnetic ‘spin flips’ in atom
induced by magnetic field (of applied microwave radiation)
1) (single) outer electron of Cs atom:
magnetic moment µs due to ‘spin’
2) Cs atomic nucleus also magnetic moment µn
(due to spin of nucleus)

9.192 631 770 GHz
3) electron spin-up / spin-down: two ‘spin-configurations’
with different levels of energy: ~ µs.µn

µN

4) microwave radio radiation:
apply radiation with right frequency
→ changes relative direction of the two spins
5) detection by photocell

−µS
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atomic clock
Caesium gas
discharge lamp
filter

basic principle

Cs
resonance
cell
photocell

microwave
radiation
amount of light that eventually makes it to the photocell can be reduced by
imposing microwave radiation at the right hyperfine transition frequency.
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signal

atomic clock

time
• atoms exhibit (constant) natural resonances
• use atoms as reference for e.g. micro-wave oscillator
• accuracy: 13-16 significant digits
10-16 s/s: 1 second in 300 million year
The feedback signal (loop) keeps the
oscillator tuned in resonance with the
frequency of the electronic transition of Cs

ordinary quartz oscillator (wrist watch)
10-6 s/s: 1 second in 10 days
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optical atomic clock
• next generation atomic clock: optical
• oscillator: electric field of a laserbeam

electric
field

Jeroen Koelemeij – LaserLAB – VU Amsterdam

λ
frequency = c/λ ≈ 1015 /s
distance
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Electro-Magnetic waves

Willebrord Snel van Royen
(1580-1626)

Michael Faraday
(1791-1867)

Edward Appleton
(1892-1965)
Nobelprize for Physics 1947
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refraction
Snell’s law: law of refraction
c
refractive index n= ---, in media: n > 1
v
 signal-path gets bended
 slower propagation: v < c

in satellite navigation: signals delayed in Earth’s atmosphere,
notably in the ionosphere and troposphere, due to the presence of particles
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ionospheric delay
Total Electron Content (TEC)
1 TECU = 1016 electrons/m2
causes 0.16 m of delay on
the GPS L1-frequency
vertical, zenith delay
function of location and time

ionospheric delay computed from global network of dual freq. GPS receivers on Earth
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Faraday rotation

plane wave with electric field strength E
(electric field vector),
and magnetic field strength H (magnetic field vector

Faraday rotation in ionosphere
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radio wave: polarization

LHCP

GPS: circular polarization
E-vector rotates in x-z-plane
(with frequency of carrier)
GPS Block II satellite: array of 12 helix antennas
omni-directional reception, e.g. crossed dipole antenna, or microstrip patch
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Sun and space weather
Sun emits:
1) light (EM-radiation)
2) charged particles (solar wind)
distance to the Sun 1.5·1011 m
• speed of light 300.000 km/s, takes 500 seconds (8 min)
• particles 400 – 800 km/s, takes 2-4 days

1) (UV) light → Earth
ionization of Earth’s atmosphere: ionosphere (ions and free electrons)
2) solar wind → Earth
• Earth’s magnetic field deflects most of charged particles (away)
• small parts get into Van Allen radiation belt around Earth
• very small part gets into Earth’s atmosphere, notably the ionosphere
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Sun and space weather
solar flare: sudden outburst, ejects clouds of electrons, ions, and atoms into space

cycle of solar activity, sunspot number
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ionospheric scintillation
October 19th – November 5th, 2003:
many major flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
→ three serious geomagnetic storms on Earth (‘Halloween storm’)
just two days later …
quite day

= signal tracking interruption
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GPS error budget: overview
satellite orbit & clock

atmosphere

ionosphere
troposphere

receiver noise + multipath

Earth
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GPS error budget: the figures
GPS standalone positioning:

TU Delft – values from experience – GPS as of 2008
NOTE: with iono 50% can be corrected with Klobuchar model (broadcast
parameters); with tropo 90% can be corrected with a-priori (blind) model;
corrections assumed to be applied in above total range figures
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GPS error budget: example

14.5 hours of GPS standalone positioning
(at 30 seconds interval)
with a Garmin GPS76 handheld receiver
using an external antenna
on a favorable location
July 2002
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radio waves
GPS employs radio-waves at GHz frequency
• Electro-Magnetic waves (Maxwell equations) – propagation of EM-waves
• spread spectrum technique (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum – DSSS,
origin in military domain)

James Clerk Maxwell
(1831-1879)

Hedwig Kiesler (Hedy Lamarr) & George Antheil
(1913-2000) (1900-1959)
Frequency Hopping – Spread Spectrum
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position computations
method of least-squares

?
Carl Friedrich Gauss
(1777-1855)

Adrien-Marie Legendre
(1752-1833)
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position computations

37
taken from Global Positioning System textbook by Misra and Enge

position computations
set of range (distance) measurements y = Ax
unknown user receiver position coordinates to be determined
optimal solution (take all measurements into account)
minimize effect of (random) measurement errors - minimum variance solution

xˆ = ( AT WA)−1 AT Wy
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Galileo
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Galileo
Galileo is a Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) currently being built by
the European Union (EU) and European
Space Agency (ESA).
The € 5 billion project is named after the
Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei.

Galileo Galilei
(1564 – 1642)
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Galileo
ESA
ESA

European Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
• signals in three frequency bands: E5/L5, E6 and L1
• services: Open / Safety-of-Life / Commercial / Public Regulated
• under civilian control (European GNSS Agency – GSA)
• inter-operable with GPS
Galileo Terrestrial Reference Frame (GTRF)
independent realization of ITRS, but GTRF ≈ WGS84 (few cm’s)
Galileo System Time (GST)
steered towards TAI, difference with GPS System Time!
1 ns = 0.3 m
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Galileo – politics?
Galileo started in about 1998

conceptual-political discrepancy on global satellite navigation between US - EU
US did not (want to) understand, why a global system needed more than one
satellite constellation (i.e. GPS

Europe: not just a security problem;
“how can a GNSS with only GPS as its core global satellite constellation,
offer full security and equal commercial, industrial and business opportunities
to all the countries involved in GNSS?”
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GPS and Galileo

Dublin - June 26th, 2004:
Agreement on the Promotion, Provision, and Use of Galileo and GPS
Satellite-Based Navigation Systems and Related Applications

• towards compatible and interoperable systems
• establish a common civil signal (L1 BOC(1,1)) – dual GPS-Galileo receivers
→ double the number of satellites
• non-discrimination and open markets (civil satellite navigation)
• promoting better and more comprehensive service for all users
• US and EU can address individual and mutual security concerns
• Galileo signals not harm navigation warfare capabilities of US and NATO
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Galileo: system overview
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Galileo constellation
GALILEO DATA
altitude
~23616 km
orbital semi-major
axis
29600 kmkm
SMA
29993.707

Walker 27/3/1
Constellation

inclination 56 degrees

27 + 3 satellites in three
Medium Earth Orbits (MEO)

• period 14 hours 4 min
• ground track repeat about 10 days
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Galileo satellite
navigation payload: 70-80 Kg / 850 W

overall Spacecraft:
650 Kg / 1.5 kW class
launcher options:
Ariane, Proton, Soyuz, …...
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Galileo IOV
first two (operational) satellites launched Oct 21st, 2011

Soyuz rocket - French Guiana
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Galileo deployment

ESA
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Galileo
some material taken from http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Navigation
recommended for further information

and website of the European GNSS Agency (GSA) http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
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GNSS applications (1)

road-tolling

car navigation

transportation
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personal navigation

GNSS applications (2)
machine guidance
railway
aviation

railway
maritime
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telecom-network

GNSS applications (3)

power grid

deformation monitoring
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GNSS applications (4)

Civil Engineering

Earth science
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GNSS
Beidou / Compass
Glonass
GPS

Galileo
Russian Federal Space Agency / Lockheed Martin / ESA
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GNSS hit-parade
1. GPS

fully operational
31 svs

2. Glonass

fully operational
24 svs

3. Compass/BeiDou

regional
15 svs

4. Galileo

IOV
4 svs

based on the Almanac data from GPS World – Dec 2012
http://www.gpsworld.com/the-almanac/
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Septentrio AsteRx1 - screenshot
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Galileo-constellation (at present)

Galileo FM4 – PRN 20 – Sif
Galileo FM3 – PRN 19 – David
Galileo FM2 – PRN 12 – Nathalia
March 8th, 2013

Galileo PFM – PRN 11 - Thijs
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actual tracking status
Tuesday
Feb 26th, 2013
TU Delft permanent
GNSS
observatory
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Geoscience and Remote Sensing advertorial
visit us at http://www.grs.citg.tudelft.nl/
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Questions?

?

?

?
?
?

Thank you for your attention!
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